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Abstract
We investigate -monomials of positive characteristic -functions in the global function ﬁelds
by using Anderson’s double complex method. The results are the generalizations of those in
the rational function ﬁeld case.
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0. Introduction
In [1] Anderson invented a remarkable method of computing the sign cohomology
of the universal ordinary distribution by introducing a certain double complex, which is
a resolution of universal ordinary distribution. Das [4] used this double complex in the
rational number ﬁeld case to study classical -monomials and got a series of results
about the extensions of cyclotomic ﬁelds generated by the algebraic -monomials.
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Thakur [8] introduced characteristic p -function on global function ﬁelds. Modifying
Thakur’s -function, a new type of -functions is introduced in [2]. The advantages
of this new -functions are that one can consider the Galois action on it and apply
the distribution method to it. Very recently, -monomials in the rational function ﬁeld
case are studied using Anderson’s double complex and Das’ method, and several results
analogous to those by Das in rational number ﬁeld case are obtained [3].
In this paper, we generalize the results on the rational function ﬁeld case to the global
function ﬁeld case. The main technical difﬁculty in this case arises from the nontriviality
of the class numbers of global function ﬁelds, which causes the nontriviality of some
quotient double complex M of the double complex of Anderson. In fact, M is a
module over the class group and the differential operator contains the action of the
class group (see Section 1 below). Because of this fact it is hard to ﬁnd a basis of
sign cohomology groups. However, the sign cohomology group is a direct sum of
subgroups of special types, and one can compute the -value for each element in the
direct summand, which is enough for our purposes. Also, nontriviality of class number
causes the existence of several similarity classes of rank one lattices. Thus, one has to
consider elliptic numbers in the sense of Hayes [5], and the computation is a little more
complicated than the rational case. Moreover, the properties of extensions generated by
-values are satisﬁed over the Hilbert class ﬁeld of the base ﬁeld, not over the base
ﬁeld.
Notations
• k := a global function ﬁeld with ﬁeld of constants Fq ,
• ∞ := a ﬁxed place of k with degree 1,
• A := the ring of functions of k which are regular away from ∞.
We assume q > 2,
• k∞ := the completion of k at ∞,
• Ck := the completion of the algebraic closure of k∞,
• Ke = the Hilbert class ﬁeld of (k,∞).
For each integral ideal m of A,
• Km := the cyclotomic function ﬁeld of the triple (k,m,∞) with conductor m,
• Gm := Gal(Km/k) and Hm := Gal(Km/Ke),
• K := ∪mKm,
• G := Gal(K/k) = lim← mGm,• H := Gal(K/Ke) = lim← mHm,• H(p) := lim← nHpn ,
Then H =∏H(p),
• J := the inertia group at ∞ in H , which we call the sign group,
• Jp := the image of J under the natural projection H → H(p).
Note that J is naturally isomorphic to F∗q ,
•  := a ﬁxed generator of J ,
Fix a total order ‘<’ in the set of prime ideals of k.
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1. Universal ordinary distributions and Anderson’s resolution
1.1. Universal ordinary distribution
We ﬁrst recall some basic facts from Yin [9]. The notations are changed slightly
from those of Yin [9]. Fix a sign function sgn : k∞ −→ F∞ = Fq with sgn(0) = 0,
where F∞ is the residue ﬁeld at ∞. We call x ∈ k is positive or monic if sgn(x) = 1.
Let T be the set of all nonzero fractional ideals of A and e the unit ideal of A. Denote
by Te the set of all nonzero integral ideals of A. For m ∈ Te, let Tm be the set of all
nonzero fractional ideals which can be written as am−1 for some a ∈ Te and T ′m be
the set of all nonzero fractional ideals which can be written as am−1 for some a ∈ Te,
which is prime to m. We see that T is the union of Tm with m ∈ Te and Tm is the
disjoint union of T ′n with n | m. For u and v in T , we deﬁne an equivalence relation
u ∼ v if and only if v = (1+ x)u for some x ∈ u−1 and 1+ x positive. It is known
that if u ∼ v and u ∈ T ′m, then v ∈ T ′m [9, Lemma 1.2]. Let
T¯ := T/ ∼, T¯m := Tm/ ∼, T¯ ′m := T ′m/ ∼ .
For f ∈ T denote by {f} the image of f in T¯ . We call the denominator of a ∈ T¯ is m
if a ∈ T¯ ′m. Te acts on T¯ by n{f} = {nf}.
Let A be a free abelian group generated by the symbols [a], where a ∈ T¯ , and
A(m) be the subgroup of A generated by the symbols [a], where a ∈ T¯m. T¯m becomes
a Gm-module via {f} = {af} if  = a with (a,m) = e via the Artin map. Since
T¯ = ∪mT¯m, T¯ becomes a G-module. In this way every a ∈ T¯ ′m can be uniquely written
as {m−1} for some  ∈ Gm. This can be thought as a canonical representation of
element of T¯ as in the rational case, both number ﬁeld and function ﬁeld. Then Gm
acts on A(m) by [a] = [a], and hence G acts on A. For a =∑ ni[ai] ∈ A(m) and
an integral ideal t prime to m, we write at to denote
∑
ni[t · ai] = ∑ nit[ai]. The
universal ordinary distribution U (on k/A) is given by
U = < [a] : a ∈ T¯ >
< [a] −∑nb=a[b] : n ∈ Te, a, b ∈ T¯ >.
For any m ∈ T , the universal ordinary distribution of level m is given by
Um = < [a] : a ∈ T¯m >
< [a] −∑pb=a[b] : p | m, a ∈ T¯mp−1 >.
Let  be the polynomial ring over Z generated by a family {Xp}, and for each
m =∏peii ∈ Te, put
Xm :=
∏
X
ei
pi
, Ym :=
∏
(1−Xpi )ei .
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We equip A with a -module structure by the rule
Xp[a] =
∑
pb=a
[b].
We have
U = A
/∑
p
YpA


and
Um = A(m)
/∑
p
YpA(mp−1)

 .
We will explain the above by using group action. Let S = {1 = id, 2, . . . , h} be a
set of representatives in G of Gal(Ke/k). For each positive integer i and a prime ideal
p let Bi(p) be a set of representatives of Gal(Kpi /Kpi−1) in H(p) containing identity.
Further we assume that B1(p) is a union of cosets of Jp. Let m = pe11 · · ·pess . Let
B(m) =
s∏
j=1
ej∏
i=1
Bi(pj ).
Then B(m) is a set of representatives in G of Hm and the expression
∏s
j=1
∏ej
i=1 i (pj )
with i (pj ) ∈ Bi(pj ) is unique. Note that if n | m, then B(n) ⊂ B(m). Every a ∈ T¯
can be uniquely written as
{m−1},
where  ∈ B(m),  ∈ S for some m ∈ Te. For a ∈ Te and a = {m−1} we write
a−1a = {a−1m−1}. Then
Xpa =
{∑
∈B1(p) [p−1a] + Fr−1p [a] if p m,∑
Be+1(p) [p−1a] if pe ‖ m, e > 0,
where Frp is the Frobenius map at p in Gm.
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1.2. The structure of A as a -module
For a nonnegative integer n let Rn be the set of all the elements of the form {m−1}
with  ∈ B(m),  ∈ S, the number of p dividing m with e(p) = 1 is at most n,
where pe ‖ m, e > 0. Then we have (See [1, Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.3.1]).
Proposition 1.2.1. 1. The set {Xg[a]} indexed by the set
{(g, a) ∈ Te ×R0 : g | m, a ∈ T¯mg−1}
is a -basis of A(m)
2. The set {Xg[a]} indexed by pairs (g, a) ∈ Te ×R0 is a basis of A.
3. The set {[a]} indexed by a ∈ R0 is a free -basis for A.
Corollary 1.2.2. 1. The group U(m) is free abelian with basis {[a]} indexed by a ∈
T¯m ∩R0.
2. The group U is free abelian with basis {[a]} indexed by a ∈ R0.
1.3. Anderson’s double complex
Let
S = {[a, g, n] : a ∈ T¯ , g square free integral ideal, n an integer}.
We write |g| to denote the number of prime ideals dividing g. We will deﬁne a double
complex SK as follows:
SKm,n = the free abelian group generated by the symbols [a, g, n] ∈ S with |g| = m.
The chain maps  and  of bidegree (−1, 0) and (0,−1), respectively, are:
[a, g, n] =
|g|∑
i=1
(g,pi )([a, gp−1i , n] −
∑
pi b=a
[b, gp−1i , n]),
where (g,pi ) = (−1)i−1 if g = p1 · · ·pm with p1 < p2 < · · · < pm, and
[a, g, n] =
{
(−1)m∑q−2i=0 [ia, g, n− 1] for n odd,
(−1)m([a, g, n− 1] − [a, g, n− 1]) for n even.
Then it is easy to see that
2 = 0, 2 = 0 and +  = 0.
Let (T (SK), + ) be the total complex of SK. We use the same notation SK for
the total complex when the meaning is evident.
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Let SK′ be the subcomplex of SK generated by the elements (a, n)[a, g, n], where
(a, n) =
{
q − 1 if a ∈ T¯e and n is even,
1 otherwise.
Then we have [1, Theorem 4.4.2],
Proposition 1.3.1. Let U be the universal ordinary distribution. There exist canonical
isomorphisms
H 2(J,U) = H0(H0(SK, ), ) = H0(SK, + ) = H0(SK/SK′, + )
and
H 1(J,U) = H−1(H0(SK, ), ) = H−1(SK, + ) = H−1(SK/SK′, + ).
The reduced double complex M = SK/SK′ is as follows:
if n is even, Mm,n is the free Z/(q − 1)-module generated by [a, g, n] with a ∈ T¯e,
|g| = m, and Mm,n = 0 if n is odd. The differentials  = 0 and for n even
[a, g, n] =
m∑
i=1
(−1)i−1([a, gp−1i , n] − [Fr−1pi a, gp−1i , n]),
where g = p1 · · ·pm with p1 < p2 < · · · < pm.
The cohomology of the double complex M is not so simple as in the rational
function ﬁeld case or rational number ﬁeld case, because  is not 0. However, we have
the following special case.
Proposition 1.3.2. Let h be the class number of k. Suppose that h is prime to q −
1. Then the cohomology group of M is a free Z/(q − 1)-module with basis B =
{[s(Ge){A}, g, n] : g squarefree, n even}, where s(Ge) =∑∈Ge .
Proof. By Theorem 5.2.3 of [1], it sufﬁces to prove that the elements in B are linearly
independent over Z/(q − 1) modulo Im . Suppose that
∑
ng[s(Ge){A}, g, n] = 

 ∑
∈Ge,g′
n,g′ [{A}, g′, n]

 .
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Then for each  ∈ Ge we have
ng =
∑
pg
(pg,p)(n,pg − n−1p ,pg).
Summing over  ∈ Ge we have
hng ≡ 0 mod (q − 1).
Thus, ng ≡ 0 mod (q − 1), since (h, q − 1) = 1. 
Corollary 1.3.3. Suppose that h is prime to q − 1. Then H0(M) is free with basis
{xg = [s(Ge){A}, g,−|g| ] : |g| even}
and H−1(M) is free with basis
{yg = [s(Ge){A}, g,−|g| − 1] : |g| odd}.
Remark. When q = 4 and h = 3, let p and q be two primes such that  = p = q
is a generator of Ge. Then
([{A},pq,−1]) = (1− −1)([{A},p,−1] − [{A}, q,−1]),
and so,
s(Ge)([{A},p,−1] − [{A}, q,−1]) ≡ 3([{A},p,−1] − [{A}, q,−1]) mod Im 
≡ 0mod (q − 1).
Thus Proposition 1.3.2 does not hold in general. It seems very hard to ﬁnd canonically
bases for sign cohomology groups.
We say that an element a ∈ H0(M) is of type n with n even, if a represents a cycle
in Mn,−n. Similarly, we say that an element b ∈ H−1(M) is of type n with n odd, if
b represents a cycle in Mn,−n−1. We say that an element a ∈ H 2(J,U) or H 1(J,U)
represents a class of type n if a is of type n viewed as an element of H0(M) or
H−1(M) under the isomorphisms of Proposition 1.3.1.
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1.4. Shift operators
Deﬁne the vertical shift operator S : SKm,n −→ SKm,n+1 by the rule
S([a, g, n]) = (−1)|g|
{ [a, g, n+ 1] if n is even∑q−2
i=0 i[ia, g, n+ 1] if n is odd.
Deﬁne the diagonal shift operator 	p : SKm,n −→ SKm−1,n+2 associated with a
prime p by the rule:
	p([a, g, n]) = 0 if p  g.
If g = p1p2 · · ·pm with p1 < p2 < · · · < pm,
	pr ([a, g, n]) = (−1)r [a, g/pr , n+ 2].
Then we get the following lemma, whose proof is exactly the same as in the classical
case [4, Theorems 4, 5].
Lemma 1.4.1. (i) S+S = q−1 and S+S = 0. Thus (+)S+S(+) = q−1.
(ii) 	p = 	p and 	p = 	p.
1.5. Lifting
Choose a subset T of T¯ such that T¯ is the disjoint union of iT , for i = 0, . . . , q−2.
An element in T is called T -monic. For a ∈ T¯ , deﬁne T -sign of a, sgnT (a), to be
i if a ∈ iT , i.e., a ∈ sgn(a)T . Given a class a =∑ ni[ai, gi ,−n] ∈ H−n(Nn) with
ai ∈ T¯e and |gi | = n even, where Nn is the complex {Mm,n}m, one can construct a
representing cycle
C = ⊕n
=0C
,−
, Cn,−n =
∑
ni[ai, gi ,−n],
such that C
,−
 = ∑mj [bj , gj ,−
] with sgnT (bj ) = 1 for 
 odd, sgnT (bj ) = q−2
for 
 even, and if C{h}
,−
 =
∑
%j [cj , h,−
], the h-part of C
,−
, then ∑cj∈T¯e %j = 0
for 
 = n, as follows:
Suppose that one has constructed C
,−
. If
C
,−
 =
∑
mj [bj , gj ,−
],
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then
C
−1,1−
 =
{
(−1)
−1∑bj∈T mj [bj , gj , 1− 
] if 
 is even,
(−1)
−1∑ ∑(bj )−1k0 mj [k−(bj )bj , gj , 1− 
] if 
 is odd,
where sgnT (aj ) = (aj ).
We call C a T -lifting of a. Such a construction also works for the classes of H 1
and for the boundary elements of SK. Let M be a set of representatives of H/J in
H . An element {m−1} ∈ T¯ ,  ∈ H and  ∈ S, is called M-monic if  ∈M. Let
TM = {a ∈ T¯ : aM-monic}.
We call M-lifting instead of TM-lifting. It is easy to see that the correspondence
M → TM is a bijection between the set of all the subsets M of representatives of
H/J and the set of all the subsets T of representatives of T¯ /J as above. Also as in
the classical case and rational function ﬁeld case [4, Proposition 7, 3, Proposition 4],
we have
Proposition 1.5.1. Let C = ⊕+
=%C,
 be a cycle in SK. For a squarefree integral
ideal g, write C{g}k,%−k =
∑
ni[ai, g, %− k]. Then if %− k is odd, we have
∑
ni[ai] ∈ H 1(J,U).
If %− k is even, then
∑
ni[ai] ∈ H 2(J,U).
2. Sign cohomology of universal distributions
2.1. Criterion for H 2(J,U)
Let −m(s, a) be the partial zeta function of the narrow ray class of a modulo m.
Let f−(am−1) be the ﬁrst nonzero coefﬁcient in the Taylor expansion of −m(s, a) at
s = 0. It is known that f− is an ordinary distribution. See [9], Section 2 for details.
For a ∈ T let 〈a〉 = f−(a) + 1
q−1 . For a =
∑
mi[ai] ∈ A deﬁne the internal sum
IS(a) = ∑mi〈ai〉. It is shown in [2] Theorem 4.1 that a ∈ H 2(J,U) if and only if
IS(a) = IS(at) for any t prime to the denominators of ai . We show that one implication
of this fact using double complex.
Proposition 2.1.1. If a =∑mi[ai] ∈ H 2(J,U), then IS(a) = IS(at).
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Proof. Let C = ⊕C
,−
 be a cycle such that C0,0 = ∑mi[ai, 1, 0]. Let C1,−1 =∑
nj [bj ,pj ,−1]. Since f− is a distribution,
IS(C1,−1) = −
∑
nj
qdeg pj − 1
q − 1 = IS(C
t
1,−1).
Now
IS(C0,0) =
∑
mif
−(ai)−
∑
mif
−( · ai) = −IS(C1,−1)
and
IS(Ct0,0) =
∑
mif
−(t · ai)−
∑
mif
−( · tai) = −IS(Ct1,−1).
Summing over t with t = 1, , . . . , q−2, we have
∑
nj (q
deg pj−1) = 0,
which implies that IS(Ct0,0) = IS(Ct1,−1) = 0. Thus, we have
∑
mif
−(t · ai) =
∑
mif
−( · t · ai).
Then
s(J )
∑
mif
−(t · ai) = (q − 1)
∑
mif
−(t · ai),
for any t. It is known from [6] Proposition 6.1 that
s(J )f−(a) =

 ∑
0 =x∈1+a−1
N(x)−s


s=0
=
{
0 if a is nonintegral,
−1 if a is integral.
Then (q − 1)(IS(a) − IS(at)) = s(J )(f−(a) − f−(at)) = 0. Hence, IS(a) =
IS(at). 
Corollary 2.1.2. Let
∑
mi[ai] ∈ H 2(J,U). Then q − 1 divides ∑ai /∈T¯e mi .
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Proof.
(q − 1)
∑
mi〈ai〉 = (q − 1)
∑
mif
−(ai)+
∑
mi
= s(J )
∑
mif
−(ai)+
∑
mi =
∑
ai /∈T¯e
mi,
since s(J )f−(a) is −1 if a ∈ T¯e, and 0, otherwise. 
2.2. Criterion for H 1(J,U)
For an ideal u ∈ T , let (u) and eu(s) be the -invariant and the Drinfeld exponential
function associated to u. We ﬁx a value of (A). Then as in [Ha2, Section 1], the
value (u) for any u ∈ T¯ is ﬁxed completely. Note that (xa) = x¯−1(a), where
x¯ = x/sgn(x). Let v∞ be the extension to Ck of the normalized valuation at ∞. We
deﬁne
F(u) =
{
(u−1)eu−1(1) for u /∈ Te,
1 for u ∈ Te.
Deﬁne
G(u) =
{
v∞((u−1)eu−1(1)) for u /∈ Te,
v∞((u−1))+ deg u for u ∈ Te.
For a =∑mi[ai], deﬁne
F(a) =
∏
F(ai )
mi ,
and
G(a) =
∑
miG(ai ),
where ai is any ideal in the class of ai . We also write F(
∑
ni[ai, ∗, ∗]) (resp.,
G(
∑
ni[ai, ∗, ∗])) to mean F(∑ ni[ai]) (resp., G(∑ ni[ai])). We can check easily
that F up to roots of unity and G are well-deﬁned, punctured distributions, and that
∏
∈J
F (a) = −F(a)q−1.
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Lemma 2.2.1. If b =∑mi[bi] ∈ H 1(J,U), then
∑
bi∈T¯e
mi = 0.
Proof. For a ∈ T¯e, we have
[a, 1, 1] = (q − 1)[a, 1, 0]
and
[a,p, 0] = [a, 1, 0] − [Fr−1p a, 1, 0] + terms of the form [c, 1, 0] with c /∈ T¯e.
Let C = ⊕+
=1C,
 be a cycle with C0,1 = ∑mi[bi, 1, 1]. The result follows from
the above consideration and C0,1 + C1,0 = 0. 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let b = ∑mi[bi] represent a class of type n with n3 odd. Let
C = ⊕+
=1C,
 be a cycle with C0,1 = ∑mi[bi, 1, 1]. Assume that if C{p}1,0 =∑
rj [aj ,p, 0], then ∑aj∈T¯e rj = 0. Then
∑
mi ≡ 0 mod (q − 1).
Proof. We know that
∑
rj [aj ] ∈ H 2(J,U) by Proposition 1.5.1. Then by Corollary
2.1.2 that
∑
rj ≡ 0 mod (q−1) by our assumption on C{p}1,0 . Note that IS([a,p, 0]) =
− qdeg p−1
q−1 and
IS([b, 1, 1]) =
{
1 if b /∈ T¯e,
0 if b ∈ T¯e.
Thus IS(C0,1) =∑bi /∈T¯e mi =∑mi by Lemma 2.2.1, and
IS(C{p}1,0) =
qdeg p − 1
q − 1
∑
rj ≡ 0 mod (q − 1).
Hence IS(C1,0) ≡ 0 mod (q − 1). Now the result follows from C0,1 +
C1,0 = 0. 
It is shown in [2], Corollary 4.4 that b ∈ H 1(J,U) if and only if G(bt) is inde-
pendent of t for any t prime to the denominators of b. Again we will give another
proof of the necessity of this using double complex. In this way we get some more
informations on F -values F(bt).
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Theorem 2.2.3. Let b = ∑mi[bi] ∈ H 1(J,U). Then for any ideal t prime to the
denominators of bi , G(bt) is independent of t. Moreover,
Case I: If b represents a class of type 1, then F(b)F (bt)−1 is an elliptic unit in Ke.
Case II: Let b represent a class of type n3. Let C = ⊕+
=1C,
 with C0,1 =∑
mi[bi, 1, 1]. Assume that C1,0 satisﬁes the condition of Lemma 2.2.2. Then F(bt) is
a unit in Ke for any t prime to the denominators of bi . In particular, if t is a principal
ideal, then F(bt) = F(b).
Proof. Let C1,0 =∑ nj [aj ,pj , 0]. Note that for a ∈ Te
G([{a},p, 0]) = v∞((a−1))− v∞((x−1pa−1))+ deg a− deg(xp−1a)
−v∞((a−1)/(pa−1)) = deg p,
where ph = (x), h the class number of k, and that G([{a},p, 0]) = 0 for a /∈ Te,
since G is a punctured distribution. Thus G(C1,0) = G(Ct1,0). Also note that
G([{b}, 1, 1]) =
{
(q − 1)(v∞((b−1))+ deg b) if b ∈ Te,
(q − 1)v∞((b−1)eb−1(1)) if b /∈ Te.
Thus, we get the ﬁrst statement, since C0,1 = −C1,0 and Ct0,1 = −Ct1,0.
Note that F([{a},p, 0]) is (a−1)/(a−1p), if a ∈ Te, and 1, otherwise.
Case I: For a ∈ Te, by Proposition 7.1 of [2] and [5] Section 1,
F([{a}t,p, 0]) = ((a−1)/(a−1p))t .
Hence F([{a},p, 0])/F ([{a}t,p, 0]) is an elliptic unit in Ke.
Case II: By the assumption on C1,0, we must have F(Ct1,0) is a unit in Ke for any
t. Since F(Ct1,0) = F(Ct0,1)−1 = F(bt)1−q , Ke(F (bt)) is an unramiﬁed extension of
k inside Kf. We must have F(bt) ∈ Ke and is a unit. 
Remark 2.2.4. Note that there is an embedding
 : Km −→ k∞( q−1
√−) = C∞
for some ﬁxed uniformizer  of k at ∞. Fix a sign function ˜sgn : C∞ \ {0} → F∗q .
Deﬁne a subset Tm of T¯m by:
a ∈ Tm iff ˜sgn((F (a))) = 1.
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Suppose that a set T of representatives of T¯ /J contains Tm. Then we can show using
Theorem 2.2.3 that in Case II of Theorem 2.2.3, m the least common multiple of
denominators of bi , we have
∏
i
sgnT (bti )mi =
∏
i
sgnT (bi)mi ,
where t is a principal ideal prime to m. This is a generalization of Proposition 14
of [3].
3. Algebraic -monomials
3.1.  functions in characteristic p
We deﬁne  : T −→ Ck as follows: for u in T ,
(u) =
∏
a∈u−1,a"0
(
1− 1
a
)
,
and we call it the Gamma function of k. Notice that (a) = 0 if a ∈ Te. Thus we only
consider the -function on T \ Te.
Let a, b ∈ T \ Te. It is shown in [2] that if a ∼ b. Then (a) ≡ (b) mod k∗. Thus,
we can view  to be deﬁned on (T \Te)/ ∼ up to a factor in k∗, and so we can deﬁne
the action of G on . More precisely, let b ∈ Gm be the image of  ∈ G under the
projection. We deﬁne
(u) ≡ (bu) mod k∗,
where u ∈ Tm. We also deﬁne the action of G on (u) in the same way, i.e. (u) =
(bu) up to a factor in k∗. In [2, Section 5] the following functional equations for
Gamma functions are given.
Proposition 3.1.1. Let a ∈ T \ Te and n ∈ Te of degree d.
(a) (a)s(J ) ≡ ea−1(1)−1 (mod k∗).
(b) We have
∏
j
(bj ) ≡ ((−1)d(a−1n)qd(a−1)−1)
1
q−1(a) mod k∗,
where, {bj } is a complete set of representatives for ∼-equivalence classes in the
set of fractional ideals b such that nb ∼ a.
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3.2. -monomials
Fix ((A))
1
q−1 , we set ¯(u) = ((A)) 1q−1 /(u). For a ∈ Te, deﬁne ¯(a) = 1. Let X
be a complete set of representatives of T¯ = T/ ∼. For a ∈ T , we denote by a(X) the
unique element in X such that a(X) ∼ a. Let a =∑mi[ai]. We deﬁne
¯(a) =
∏
¯(a(X)i )
mi ,
where a(X)i is the representative of ai in X. Note that
¯(a)s(J ) ≡ F(a) (A)
(a−1)
mod k∗.
Proposition 3.2.1. Let a =∑mi[ai] ∈ H 2(J,U). Then
¯(a)(q−1) ≡ √rF (a) mod k∗,
where r ∈ K∗e . In fact,
√
r ∈ Km, where m is the least common multiple of the
denominators of ai .
Proof. Note that for b = {b}, deg p = d
¯([b,p, 0]) ≡

(−1)d
(
(b−1p)
(A)
)qd (
(A)
(b−1)
)
1
q−1
mod k∗.
We have
¯(S[b,p,−1]) ≡

(−1)d
(
(b−1p)
(A)
)−qd (
(b−1)
(A)
)
q−2
2
mod k∗.
Also we note that
¯(S[a, 1, 0]) ≡ F(a) (A)
(a−1)
,
where a = {a}. Then using (q − 1)C = ( + )SC, we get the ﬁrst statement. The
last statement follows from the fact that q−1
√
(−1)deg p (a−1p)(a−1) lies in Kp
([7] Lemma 17.3). 
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Proposition 3.2.2. Let a =∑mi[ai] ∈ H 2(J,U). Then, for t prime to the denomina-
tors of a, we have
F(a)
F (at)
= tF(b)q−1,
for some b ∈ U and t = ±1.
Proof. This follows exactly the same way as in the rational function ﬁeld case by
noting that
F([{a},p, 0]) = (a
−1)
(a−1p)
= (−1) q
deg p−1
q−1
∏
pb∼a,bM-monic
F(b)q−1 if a ∈ Te
F([a,p, 0]) = 1 if a /∈ T¯e
and
F([b, 1, 1]) = −(F (b))q−1. 
We also have the following proposition easily.
Proposition 3.2.3. Let a = ∑mi[ai] ∈ H 2(J,U). Then, for t prime to the least
common multiple m of the denominators of ai , we have
¯(a)
¯(at)
∈ Km.
3.3. Kummer properties
In this section we ﬁx a set M of representatives of H/J . We will use M-lifting.
Write (a)(ab) by < b|a >.
Theorem 3.3.1. Let n be an even positive integer. Let C = ⊕C
,−
 be the M-lifting
of a cycle ∑mi[{ai}, gi ,−n] of type n in M. Let m be the least common multiple of
gi . Let a =
∑
ni[ai], where C0,0 =∑ ni[ai, 1, 0] Then ¯(a)q−1 ∈ Km. Furthermore,
(i) If gi = piqi , then
¯(a)q−1 ≡
∏ 
√√√√< qi | aip−1i >di
< pi | aiq−1i >ei


mi
F (a) mod K∗e ,
where di = deg pi and ei = deg qi .
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(ii) If n4, then
¯(a)q−1 ≡ F(a) mod K∗e .
Proof. (i) Since ∑mi[{ai},piqi ,−2] is a cycle in M,
∑
mi([{ai}, qi ,−2] − Fr−1pi [{ai}, qi ,−2] − [{ai},pi ,−2]
+Fr−1qi [{ai},pi ,−2]) = 0.
Then
C1,−1 =
∑
mi

 ∑
∈B1(pi )∩M
[{aip−1i }, qi ,−1] −
∑
∈B1(qi )∩M
[{aiq−1i },pi ,−1]

 .
Thus
¯(SC1,−1) ≡
∏
√√√√< qi | aip−1i >di
< pi | aiq−1i >ei


mi
mod K∗e .
Hence we get the result in this case.
(ii) Write C2,−2 = ∑C{pq}2,−2. Let C{pq}2,−2 = ∑ ni[bi,pq,−2]. Then by Proposition
1.5.1 and Corollary 2.1.2,
∑
ni is divisible by q − 1. Note that pq is relatively prime
to the denominator of bi . As in [4] the contribution C1,−1(pq) to C1,−1 arising from
C
{pq}
2,−2 is
∑
ni

−[bi, q,−1] + Fr−1p [bi, q,−1] + ∑
∈B1(p)∩M
[{bip−1}, q,−1]


+ ni

[bi,p,−1] − Fr−1q [bi,p,−1] + ∑
∈B1(q)∩M
[{biq−1},p,−1]


=
∑
ni
(
−[bi, q,−1] + Fr−1p [bi, q,−1] + [bi,p,−1] − Fr−1q [bi,p,−1]
)
+D.
It is easy to check that ¯(SD) ∈ K∗e . Write ph = (x) for some x ∈ k. If bi is repre-
sented by {bi}, then Fr−1p bi is represented by {(x)bip−1}. Straightforward computation
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will give
¯(S([bi, q,−1] − Fr−1p [bi, q,−1]) ≡
(
(b−1i q)
(x−1pb−1i q)
(x−1pb−1i )
(b−1i )
) 1
2
mod K∗e .
But
(b−1i q)
(x−1pb−1i q)
(x−1pb−1i )
(b−1i )
= < x
−1p|b−1i >
−1
q
< x−1p|b−1i >
,
which is (q − 1)th power of an element of K∗e , by Proposition 2.6 of [6]. Hence we
get the result. 
3.4. Galois properties of Km((a))/Ke
Assume that q is odd. Let a =∑mi[ai] ∈ H 2(J,U), and let m be the least common
multiple of the denominators of the ai . In this section, we consider the extension
Km((a)) over Ke. Let C = ⊕C
,−
 be a cycle in SK such that C0,0 =∑mi[ai, 1, 0].
Let v be an element of K¯e such that
v = ¯(SC1,−1) and ¯(a)q−1 ≡ vF (a) mod K∗e ,
where K¯e is the separable closure of Ke. Let  be an element of Gal(K¯e/Ke) with
|Km = t ∈ Hm. Then
(
¯(a)
¯(a)
)q−1
= v
v
tF(b)q−1,
where t and b are given in Proposition 3.2.2. Hence
(
¯(a)
¯(a)
)
∈ Km if and only if
v
vt = 1.
Let B = ⊕Bi,1−i be the M-lifted chain such that ( + )B = C − Ct. Let B0,1 =∑
nj [bj , 1, 1]. Then from the proof of Proposition 3.2.2, t = (−1)
∑
nj with b =∑
nj [bj ]. Since ¯({a}) is well-deﬁned modulo k∗, we can consider sgn(¯(a)q−1) for
any a ∈ T¯ . Since
¯([b,p, 0]) ≡

(−1)deg p ((a−1p)
(A)
)qdeg p ( (A)
(a−1)
)
1
q−1
mod k∗,
sgn(¯([b,p, 0])q−1) = (−1)deg p,
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by Proposition 2.4 of [5]. Then as in the rational function ﬁeld case we see that
t = sgn(¯(B1,0)q−1).
Now we will compare vv and sgn(¯(B1,0)
q−1). For a prime ideal p let M(p) =
B1(p) ∩M. For an element  ∈ B1(p) deﬁne M-sign, sgnM(), to be  ∈ J if
 ∈ M(p). Then we have the following analogue of Gauss’ lemma.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let  be an element of B1(p). Let n = |{ ∈M(p) : sgnM() /∈ J 2}|.
Then  is a square in B1(p) if and only if n is even.
Case 1: a represents the cycle
∑
mi[{ai},piqi ,−2] in M. Suppose that C = C0,0+
C1,−1 + C2,−2 is a cycle such that a = ∑ ni[ai], where C0,0 = ∑ ni[ai, 1, 0]. We
may also assume that C is M lifted. Then from the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, v ≡∏√ qdii
p
ei
i
mod k∗. By Lemma 3.4.1 we have
v
v
= (−1)
∑
i diN
(i)
2 +eiN(i)1 ,
where
N
(i)
1 = #{ ∈M(p) : t /∈ J 2}
and
N
(i)
2 = #{ ∈M(q) : t /∈ J 2}.
Now B2,−1 = 0 and
C1,−1 =
∑
i
mi

 ∑
∈M(p)
[{aip−1i }, qi ,−1] −
∑
∈M(q)
[{aiq−1i },pi ,−1]

 .
For each  (resp., ) in the sum, there exists a unique ′ (resp., ′) and i() (resp.,
j ()) such that
′t = i() (resp., ′t = j ()).
It is easy to verify that
i() ≡
{
0 mod 2 if sgnM(′t) ∈ J 2,
1 mod 2 otherwise.
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A similar formula holds for j (). Thus
∑
i() ≡ N(i)1 mod 2 and
∑
j () ≡ N(i)2 mod 2.
The M-lifting gives
B1,0 =
∑
i
mi

 ∑
∈M(pi )
i()−1∑
k=0
[k′{aip−1i }, qi , 0] −
∑
∈M(qi )
j ()−1∑
k=0
[k′{aiq−1i },pi , 0]

 .
Now we easily see that
sgn(¯(B1,0)q−1) = (−1)
∑
diN
(i)
2 +eiN(i)1 ,
which implies the wanted result ¯(a)
¯(a)
∈ Km in the ﬁrst case.
Case 2: a represents a class of type n in M with n4. In this case v ∈ k by
Theorem 3.3.1, and so vv = 1. Thus it sufﬁces to show that
∑
ni deg pi is even,
where B1,0 = ∑ ni[ai,pi , 0]. The proof of this is mostly the same as in the rational
function ﬁeld case. We conclude that
Theorem 3.4.2. Let q be odd. Let a = ∑mi[ai] ∈ H 2(J,U) with ai ∈ T¯m. Then
Km(¯(a)) is a Galois extension of Ke.
Theorem 3.4.3. Let q be odd. Let a =∑mi[ai] ∈ H 2(J,U) represent a class of type
n4 in M. Assume that ai ∈ T¯m. Then Km( q−1√F(a)) is Galois over Ke.
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